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Thank you! again, Thanks To all Those ThaT help make 
This happen! Thanks To The volunTeers, presenTers, 
aTTendees, everyone!! The communiTy as a whole grows 
sTronger every year because of The Things you do. 

and, for Those of you who like To plan ahead...
Come and enjoy two weeks of Festival at Brushwood in 2016!!

sankofa is July 11 - 17, 2016
sirius rising is July 18 - 24, 2016

Your thoughts and comments are needed. We want to continue to make Sankofa something special to 
the Community. It is truly a “festival of the people” - What did you like? What didn’t you? What would 
you like to see in the future? Write to us online camp@brushwood.com - subject: Sankofa Comments



for more informaTion abouT brushwood and evenTs go To

www.brushwood.com
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to Sankofa “Celebrate the Creative Spirit”

Sankofa “Celebrate the Creative Spirit” 
is now in its 6th year.  Sankofa continues to promote an open-
minded, accepting and safe environment that allows participants 
the freedom to have fun and nurture their creative spirit. 
Sankofa – The word sankofa can mean “learn from the past 
to build a better future.”  It comes from the Akan language of 
Ghana and translates in English to “ reach back and get it” and an 
Adinkra symbol of a bird turned to take an egg off its back.  The 
sankofa has been Brushwood Folklore Center LLC’s logo for over 
20 years and holds special meaning especially now as the focus 
of July’s newest festival moves more toward artistic expression.  
Over 40 years ago, Brushwood Folklore Center was founded as 
a place for artists to live, work, and learn.  Although Brushwood 
has taken many forms over the years the Bohemian environment 
and the creative spirit has been consistent. 

Sankofa Highlights
Nightly Performances – Most performances will be at 
the Main Pavilion. Your presence supports the performing 
artists and helps build a sense of community.  In particular, 
support your community members on stage Friday and 
Saturday night.  Many like to enjoy the music concerts from 
the comfort of their own campsite, but we encourage you 
to enhance your festival experience by joining the audience. 
Bring a comfortable chair, blanket, and beverage and enjoy the 
entertainment. See the daily schedule for information about 
music performances at the Main Pavilion and other locations.  

Friday Night’s Hafla (Community Dance) 
with Boom Boom Shake  – you have the opportunity to 
showcase your dancing talents on the Main Pavilion Stage.    Belly 
dancers can use their own music or dance to live drumming.  
Featuring the talents of Boom Boom Shake’s Elizabeth Muise and 
Shane Chikeles. 

Saturday’s Celebration (Costume Party, Dancing, 
Fire Dancing and Sankofa Fire)  – Dress up in your favorite 
costume and prepare for a fun filled night of entertainment. 
(Surprise prizes may be involved if the costumes are good.)   
Move to the irresistable rhythms of Guaracha, a Latin dance 
band and more.  The Main Stage performance will conclude with 
Fire Dancing (just North of the pavilion) and procession to the 
Sankofa Fire at Roundhouse…then dance ‘til dawn if you are so 
inclined.  Sound like fun?  Enjoy!

Brushwood Radio 90.3 FM – Enjoy music, festival 
interviews, concert broadcasts, storytelling and campground 
information.

Workshops and Activities

Dancers interested in participating in the Hafla 
please come to the dance coordination meeting 

on Thursday, 3:30 at the Main Pavilion and 
Friday 7:30 p.m. at Main Pavilion.

Teens’ Program – Teen specific workshops and activities 
are designated by  in the program. In general, teens are 
welcomed at any workshop unless designated “Adult Only”. 
Check the workshop’s description -- if in doubt, ask. There is a 
teen space “hang out” pavilion hidden in plain sight and number 
of activities planned throughout the week. See posted guidelines 
for Teen Space use.

Kids’ Program – Kids’ workshops and activities are designated 
by  in the program.  Many of the other workshops welcome the 
kids when they are accompanied by a parent -- see the program 
description. And when in doubt, ask the speaker. The children’s 
main “hang out” is Kids’ Village, but this is not a daycare or a 
place to drop off your kids even during workshops.

Sweat Lodge (Be Prepared) – Please make sure you check-
in at the Rowan’s Camp near the North Stage 24 hours before 
the sweat for information and instructions about how to prepare 
yourself. Men’s Sweat is Wednesday, the Mixed Sweat is Thursday, 
and Women’s Sweat is Friday. 

Additional Fees – Some workshops require additional fees to 
cover the cost of materials. Please look through the program and 
be aware of the fees.  

Shrines & Sacred Spaces – There are many areas at 
Brushwood that have been created and are being developed 
with specific intent. The Nemeton and Runestead are lovely sites 
that have been long established, and you should make a point 
to visit them during your stay. The Watcher can be found just 
North of the Runestead. Efforts led by members of the Visioning 
Team are also underway to further develop elemental shrines 
(Earth, Air, Fire, Water, and Spirit) as well as the Ancestor Area. 
The shrine development is an ongoing process and others are 
welcomed and encouraged to join us in the future.
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Festival Guidelines
We want you to have a good time, so everyone is required to 
show respect for each other and to promote a safe, peaceful and 
friendly environment.  Please follow the Brushwood Guidelines 
including Pool Rules, which you received at the Registration 
Desk. You are also expected to follow posted signs (e.g., Pool and 
Spa Rules, Parking, Speed Limits, etc.).  Disruptive behavior of 
any kind will shorten your stay; there are no refunds.  Details to 
help understand the guidelines during festivals are provided in 
the following paragraphs for you. 
• Children’s (under 18) safety continues to be one of our highest 
priorities.  Parents/Guardians are responsible for the safety and 
wellbeing of their children at all times.  
• Guardians must be over 21 years old and provide a notarized 
letter upon arrival on site (letter details are found on the website 
or at the registration desk.)
• Parents/Guardians must be at the campground with the child 
at all times.  If Parents/Guardians leave the campground (e.g., 
run an errand), they should take their children with them.
• Under 13 years old must be in the line of sight of their parent/
guardian or with a babysitter.  
• Babysitters must be 13 or over, must know where the Parents/
Guardians are at the campground and have a method to speak 
with Parents/Guardians immediately (i.e., cell phone or radio).
• 13 – 17 years old do not need to be in the line of sight of their 
Parents/Guardians, but they must know where the Parents/
Guardians are at the campground and have method to speak 
with them immediately (i.e., cell phone or radio).
• Teen Space is for relaxing and hanging out; see posted 
guidelines and follow them.  
• Curfew is 12:00 a.m./midnight for all those under 18. Parents/
Guardians must be with their children (0-17) after this time.
• Parents/Guardians of those 13-17 are strongly encouraged to 
accompany children to the roundhouse at all times.  
• More stringent rules and earlier curfews may be implemented, 
when necessary.  

Photographs – Respect each other’s privacy. Cellular phone 
technology has made it impossible to ban photographs, but 
we require discretion. Photographs are ONLY allowed with 
the permission of those being photographed. Especially be 
considerate about posting photographs on social networking 
sites (e.g. Facebook). You must ask specifically if you can post 
someone’s photograph. There will be a few staff photographers 
with identification working throughout the festival, but they 
will be using the utmost discretion. If you do not want your 
photograph taken, please politely tell the photographer.

Vehicles – Parking is free across the road from the campground 
and should be used by those needing to come and go frequently.  
Vehicles are allowed on the campground (for a fee) to park 
near your campsite or to drop off gear.  You should not be 
driving around the campground.  When entering or leaving the 
campground, follow posted speed limit (5 mph) and one-way 
signs.  Do not drive during workshops or performances (roads 
may be closed at those times).  Do not drive after dark.  Special 
passes are provided to those with special needs to drive.  
Go Green: Carry In - Carry Out your trash and recycling.  
Anything you can do to reduce the amount of trash produced 
would be helpful.  A trash transfer and recycling station is located 
Sherman on Rt. 76 near at the I-86 on and off ramp, open on 
Tuesday and Saturday from 7 a.m. to 3 p.m.

Water Conservation – Please conserve water. Some 
conservation techniques are listed in the Brushwood Guidelines.  

Enjoying Your Stay
Food – The Sankofa Café is operated by Brushwood Folklore 
Center, LLC with the help of some close friends.  Breakfast, 
lunch and dinner will be served daily, 8:00 a.m. – 8:00 p.m. with 
extended hours on weekends.  Phil’s Grill is also open daily, 
serving Mediterranean Cuisine and specialty items.  Snacks are 
available at the Brushwood Store.  There are also grocery stores: 
Mack’s Market in Sherman, NY and Wegmans in Lakewood, NY 
and Erie, PA. 

Helpful Hints:  Bring folding chair or blanket to sit on during 
workshops and performance.  Drink water!  Wear sunscreen.  
Take care of yourself and get rest. The festival atmosphere is 
exciting, but don’t forget to sleep, eat, and watch out for each 
other.

ATM – The bank is on Main Street in Sherman, NY and the ATM 
is on Miller Street side of the bank.

Volunteering – The volunteers are an integral part of the 
festival. They are the unsung heroes that keep Brushwood safe, 
clean and working effectively. (They also help keep the cost of 
the festival low so it can be enjoyed by so many.) No job is more 
important than another; it is working together that makes the 
real difference. Please take the time to thank the volunteers 
when they are helping.  If you are interested in becoming part 
of the volunteer community go to the volunteer page on our 
website (brushwood.com) and submit your applications online 
by May 1, 2016.

M, W, F   3:30 - 5:00 p.m. Roundhouse Field
Introduction to Fire Spinning and Safety 101
Potter, Fuego, and Zimra All Welcome
Always wanted to handle fire?  Come learn how to do it safely. Safety 
protocal and techniques will be demonstrated. This is required 
if you have not taken this class before and would like to spin. 
• Safety procedures, safe props, how not to break stuff, 
communicating with your safety! All this and much much more!
Mandatory class for anyone new to the festival or fire spinning.  
Veterans are encouraged to come and share.

T, TH, F    5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Roundhouse Field
Fire Spinners Community Meeting
Potter, Fuego, and Zimra All Welcome
A meet and greet for all fire spinners! Review safety protocal 
and venue rules, then plan for our a organized show.  This year 
we will be part of Saturday’s performance and bonfire lighting. 
Bring music you want to perform to.
This is a mandatory meeting for everyone who wants to spin 
fire. You may be asked to meet again for ritual practice.

Nightly fire spinning circle will open near the roundhouse for 
those meeting all safety requirements.
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m.  wolf Treasures booTh

Crystals for Beginners 
Gene Corn All Welcome
Gene will cover the first crystals and how they came to be in 
the universe, how to find your crystals, energizing & cleansing 
your crystals, and finally why color, shape, and size can assist 
with ones life.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. sTudio

Beaded Foxglove Pendant
Cate Dalton All Welcome
Learn to make a simple, but beautiful foxglove flower pendant, 
ready for wearing on your own chain. Simple off-loom bead 
stitch. Original Design by Catherine Dalton of WaterLily 
Designs  Kits in multiple colour ways available. Bring a little 
patience :-)   Material fee $5
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m.   sTudio

Blessing Bottles  
Bonnie Barr Adults and Teens, Children with parent.
Make a pint size intensional receptacle to hold  blessings, 
spells, or a dream; to clarify, symbolize, and focus intent; 
as an Elemental representation for ritual; or simply to be a 
lovely nightlight, pencil holder, or shelf jewelry. Meditative 
and engaging. Using jars, colors and glue, and a wide variety 
of sparklies.     Material fee $10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m norTh pavilion

Divination in Ancient Israel
Eli All Welcome
There is a widespread thought that divination was somehow 
a terribly alien and forbidden act in ancient Israel. Here we 
discuss if this was so. And EliSheva will present-and in 

some cases demonstrate- some ancient Hebrew divination 
techniques known to us from literary sources
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sTudio

Come to My Parlor - 
Surrealist Parlor Games as Creative Outlets
Mina Bellavia All Welcome
Surrealist games and procedures are intended to free words and 
images from the constraints of rational and discursive order, 
substituting chance and indeterminancy for premeditation 
and deliberation... In one particular and important respect 
Surrealist play is more like a kind of provocative magic. In this 
workshop we will explore parlor games that many surrealists 
participated in constantly. By freeing our imagination in this 
way we produce a creative process free of conscious control.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow

Qigong
Paul Arena All Welcome
A presentation of Taoist traditional qigong methods. The 
movements are gentle and flowing. A description of the major 
principles such as: Energy channels of the human body, the  
major junction points where qi meets, and why these points 
are important in qigong practice. A basic sequence will also be 
taught to participants to gain a further understanding through 
experiential learning.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Tactile Communication
Ben Haffie All Welcome
Touch is a transaction. A wealth of information passes between 
those in physical contact. With some sensitivity training, 
we can learn to communicate more effectively using touch, 
which informs both our physical practices and our relationship 
practices. Come have fun with a variety of accessible partner 
movements and acroyoga!

MONDAY, JULY 6 

MONDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

9:30 am Crystals for Beginners ................................................................ Gene Corn ............................................Wolf Treasures Booth
9:30 am Beaded Foxglove Pendant ........................................................... Cate Dalton ..........................................Studio
11:30 am Blessing Bottles .......................................................................... Bonnie Barr ..........................................Studio
11:30 am Divination in Ancient Isreal .......................................................... Eli ........................................................North Pavilion
1:30 pm Come To My Parlor ...................................................................... Mina Bellavia .......................................Studio
1:30 pm Qigong ........................................................................................ Paul Arena ...........................................East Meadow
1:30 pm Tactile Communication ............................................................... Ben Haffie ............................................Storytelling Pavilion
1:30 pm Spiritual Lessons from the World of Science Fiction & Fantasy ....... Lilith Dorsey .........................................North Pavilion
1:30 pm The Runes Practically Applied ..................................................... Jami Lynn Zapata ................................Runestead
1:30 p.m. Mindfulness Meditation .............................................................. Time Malone II .....................................East Shire
3:30 pm Finding Your Flow ....................................................................... Zimra ...................................................East Meadow
3:30 pm Bedazzling Your Chakras ............................................................. Jasper Friend .......................................North Stage
3:30 p.m. Introduction to Rigg .................................................................... Liz Holland  ..........................................North Pavilion 
5:30 pm Herbal Spa .................................................................................. Firesong ...............................................Studio
5:30 pm Animal Totem Meditation ............................................................ Vicki Wright ..........................................East Meadow
5:30 pm Make Your Own Faerie ................................................................ Claudia Messier ...................................North Pavilion
5:30 pm AcroRoots ................................................................................... Chrissie Bingham & Garrett Goforth ......North Stage
9:30 p.m. MOVIE NIGHT ..............................................................................  Main Pavilion OR Studio in case of rain

KEY:   Kid’s Programming      Teen Programming
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m.                                   norTh pavilion

Spiritual Lessons From 
the World of Science Fiction and Fantasy
Lilith Dorsey All Welcome
What does Worf from Star Trek have to do with Africa’s 
Ogun? What do little green men have to do with Sirius and 
Amazonian shamanism? How can the pitfalls to your destiny 
be found in the Twilight Zone? For the answers to these 
questions and more please tune in to this class.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. runesTead

The Runes Practically Applied 
for betterment in both spiritual practice and everyday life
Jamilynn Zapata All Welcome
The purpose of this class is to identify uses of and for the runes in 
our “mundane” lives. Does the design of that sign house a rune? 
What are the implications for the business it advertises?  How can 
you make them your own and use them for protection, invisibility, 
success and self-betterment? Which rune should I paint on my 
yoga mat or base my next tattoo upon? This class will explore 
these ideas and more. Prior knowledge of the runes is helpful.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT shire

Mindfulness Meditation
Tim Malone II All Welcome
Mindfulness meditation is an ancient Buddhist practice that has 
been adopted by western culture due to its undeniable holistic 
benefits. It’s a type of meditation that utilizes ancient Buddhist 
practices to achieve states of awareness of self which leads to 
calming of the mind and emotions for increased psychological 
and cognitive clarity. I’ll focus on techniques like walking, 
guided, breathing, eating & touch. Please wear comfortable 
clothing & bring a seat or blanket.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. easT meadow

Finding Your Flow: 
for dancers and flow artists
Zimra All Welcome
Psychologist Mihaly Csikszentmihaly describes flow as “being 
completely involved in an activity for its own sake. The ego falls 
away. Time flies. Every action, movement, and thought follows 
inevitably from the previous one.” We will use movement, 
meditation, and exercises to find our flow, whether it be in 
dance or the props/the flow arts. Wear comfortable clothing and 
(optional) bring a prop you’d like to connect with. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Bedazzling Your Chakras
Jasper Friend All Welcome
The Seven Chakras are the energy centers in our body in which 
energy flows through. Blocked energy can often lead to illness. 
We will learn what each Chakra represents and what we can do 
to keep their energy flowing. Then we will bling each chakra 
up to let our energy shine brilliantly through, emphasizing 
the chakras that you believe are the most blocked. Bedazzling 
your chakras will open energy gates to a bolder, brighter you. 
Material fee $5

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Introduction to Riqq
Liz Holland All Welcome
The purpose of this workshop is to introduce participants to 
basic techniques of playing and performing on the riqq. The 
riqq is an ancient frame drum, an ancestor of the modern 
tambourine, used for centuries in rituals. It has a long history of 
being associated with female drummers and spiritual healing. 
This workshop will be coed. Some Riqqs will be available for 
participant use, but plan to bring your Riqq or other tambourine 
if you have one.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Herbal Spa
Firesong All Welcome
Treat yourself by learning how to make spa items such as facial 
steams, herbal scrubs, bath fizzies, and lotions.  Learn some 
herbs that are beneficial for various topical and aromatherapy 
applications. There will be a chance to create and enjoy 
some luxurious herbal creations.  Recipe handouts provided.  
Donations for supplies appreciated.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. easT meadow

Animal Totem Meditation
Vicki Wright All Welcome
In this workshop we will first talk a bit about animal totem/
guides.  How we can have several at one time and how to find 
them if you do not know.  We will do a short guided meditation 
and talk about our experiences as time permits.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Make Your Own Faerie
Claudia Messier All Welcome
Participants will make their own small faerie figures using a 
variety of craft and natural materials. Simple Arts & Crafts right-
brain activities early in the festival are designed to enhance the 
physical, emotional, and spiritual benefits of the festivals sooner 
by stimulating the brain and body to gently open up intuitive 
pathways. This is also the pre-course to Workshops 2 and 3, 
Make a Faerie House.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

AcroRoots
Chrissie Bingham and Garrett Goforth All Welcome
Acrobalance is a combination of yoga, acrobatics, and strength 
training wherein one partner balances on the other. It is a 
therapeutic practice that requires careful communication and 
intentional connection with a partner. Prepare to build confidence, 
strength, and mutual trust as both your body and mind become 
more flexible! This class focuses on the therapeutic aspects of 
Acrobalance and encourages students to push their boundaries 
as we get off the ground for the first time.

9:00 p.m.
main pavilion or sTudio in case of rain 

Movie Night

MONDAY, JULY 6 KEY:   Kid’s Programming      Teen Programming
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9:30 a.m. Introduction to Stones and Stone Carving ...........................James Metcalfe  ........................................Booth at water shrine
11:30 a.m. Making Traditional Voodoo Dolls ..........................................Lisa Owen .................................................Studio
11:30 a.m. The Real Roots of Modern Wicca.........................................Gavin & Yvonne Frost .................................East Shire
11:30 a.m. Intro to Earthships-radically sustainable housing ................Maya Zaragoza ..........................................North Pavilion 
11:30 a.m. Male Information Sweat Lodge Class  .................................Rowan Clan ...............................................Sweat Lodge
1:30 p.m. Walking the Solar System, Reading the Stars ......................Stephanie Pedas  .......................................East Meadow
1:30 p.m. Contact Staff ......................................................................Gillian Tunney  ...........................................Storytelling Pavilion
1:30 p.m. Hand Drumming for Everyone! ............................................Russell Anderson  ......................................North Stage
1:30 p.m. Cooking as a Couple ...........................................................Jasper Friend and Ben Haffie  ....................Studio
3:30 p.m. The Shaman’s Dance with the Divine ..................................Kenn Day  ..................................................East Shire 
3:30 p.m. Congas and Afro-Latin Percussion ......................................Miguel Sague III  ........................................Main Pavilion
3:30 p.m. Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu ...............................................Adam Chertoff  ..........................................North Pavilion 
3:30 p.m. Introduction to the Penny Whistle ........................................James “Bobo” Knight  ................................North Stage
3:30 p.m. Henna 101..........................................................................Robin Jaeckel  ...........................................Henna Tree
5:30 p.m. Handpainted Essential Oil Bottles ........................................Anna Grappone  .........................................Studio
5:30 p.m. Writing Poetry: Haibun ........................................................Karen Heaster  ...........................................North Pavilion
5:30 p.m. Wild Mushrooms .................................................................Anomie Jo  ................................................North Stage
5:30 p.m. Initiation .............................................................................Joy Wedmedyk  .........................................Runestead
5:30 p.m. Boffer Swords ...............................................................TJ Laffan ...................................................Teen Space
8:00 p.m. Karaokae Night ...................................................................................................................................Magpie Meadery

TUESDAY, JULY 7 

TUESDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. booTh aT waTer shrine

Introduction to Stones and Stone Carving
James Metcalfe All Welcome
Focusing on identification, obtaining, and preparing stones. 
Covering the basic tools involved in all the stages of the 
process, where to obtain them affordably, and the safe way to 
use them.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sTudio

Making Traditional Voodoo Dolls
Lisa Owen
We will use traditional herbs and techniques to make voodoo 
dolls. Love, prosperity, or protection, we explore why they are 
needed to be used and how a person can use the dolls in their 
daily lives. We’ll explore the herbs and how and why they are 
used. Then we’ll bring them together with the type of doll that 
is best for the situation you’d like to manifest for your life.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30 - 1:00 p.m. easT shire

The Real Roots of Modern Wicca
Gavin and Yvonne Frost
When you cast a traditional circle, air is in the east and water 
is in the west. Have you ever wondered why? We will explain 
that there is only one place in the northern hemisphere where 
this arrangement is appropriate, and will show how members 
of the British Raj brought back spiritual and religious ideas 
that morphed into early Wicca. It may surprise many, but in 
the Witch trials there is little or no mention of any goddess. 

We all have assumed that the universal Mother Goddess was 
the chief deity of the Witches - but the “trials” do not bear out 
that assumption. Only in the late 19th Century did the goddess 
come back into the Craft and thence into Wicca.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30 - 1:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Intro to Earthships - 
radically sustainable housing
Maya Zaragoza All Welcome
A basic overview of Earthship housing and the six principles, 
as well as a brief history behind the evolving design and creator 
(Mike Reynolds). First-hand knowledge of how net-zero 
housing can impact your life and why it’s important to live 
consciously and in balance with our environment.
(1) building from recycled materials  (2) water harvesting  
(3) thermal/solar heating and cooling  (4) contained sewage 
treatment  (5) solar and wind energy  (6) food production

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Male Information Sweat Lodge Class: 
An Introduction to the Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan All Welcome
Throughout history people have woven purification and other 
types of ritual into personal and community life. It has been 
a powerful part of the human experience. Our discussion will 
center primarily on the history, traditions, and present day uses 
of the Inipi Kaga Ceremony. We will also discuss guidelines for 
participation in the lodges this year. You must attend this class 
in order to participate in a lodge.

KEY:   Kid’s Programming      Teen Programming
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow

Walking the Solar System, Reading the Stars
Stephanie Pedas All Welcome
From the dawn of civilization, humans have wondered at the 
stars and planets. Using items relative in size to represent the 
planets in our solar system, we will walk the relative distance 
between them, reflecting on the planets’ place in astrology and 
religions from different cultures. Wear comfortable walking 
shoes and attire.  We will also discuss constellations currently 
observable at night and the myths relating to them from 
different cultural traditions. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Contact Staff
Gillian Tunney All Welcome
Contact Staff is a form of object manipulation derived from 
contact juggling, baton twirling and traditional staff. Moves 
are accomplished using passive points of contact (not the 
hands!), and rolled along the body using momentum and 
balance. No experience required. A balanced, larger staff is 
suggested but many of the exercises can be practiced with 
short staff, batons, or devil stick as well. A few staffs may be 
on hand to be borrowed during class.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Hand Drumming for Everyone!
Russell Anderson All Welcome
Come participate in the magic of hand drumming.  We will 
cover some hand drumming basics and explore rhythmic 
space.  These rhythms and techniques can be helpful in drum 
jams and circles.  This class is designed for people with and 
without experience.  Drum ON! Bring chairs and drums.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sTudio

Cooking as a Couple
Jasper Friend and Ben Haffie All Welcome
Cooking is one of the most romantic gestures: “The way to 
my heart is through my stomach.” Through our journey of 8 
years as teammates, we have discovered a new kind of love 
language... it all started in the kitchen. We will explore grocery 
shopping as an exciting date, how putting away groceries can 
build relationship organization and special awareness, and 
how adding spice in the kitchen can spice up your connection.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. easT shire

The Shaman’s Dance with the Divine
Kenn Day Adult Only
An interactive and experiential workshop, using the spiritual 
technology of Post-Tribal Shamanism to connect with spirits 
and the divine in meaningful and powerful ways. Includes work 
with ancestors, spirit allies, gods and goddesses. We will be using 

techniques described in Dance of Stones: A Shamanic Road Trip, 
and Post-Tribal Shamanism: A New Look at the Old Ways, as well 
as other tools derived from over 30 years of practical experience.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. main pavilion

Classic and Newer Techniques
on Congas and Afro-Latin Percussion
Miguel Sague III All Welcome
In this workshop, Miguel Sague III teaches some of the 
information behind the instruments and rhythms while teaching 
students actual strokes, rhythms and beats touching on classic 
Caballo, Tumbao, and Rumba to Jazz Swing, Funk, and Reggae. 
This class will be introductory but it will contain important info 
on how to bring congas to many styles in actual performance 
situations. It would be wise to bring a chair. Conga is played 
from a sitting position.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. henna Tree

Henna 101 
Robin Jaeckel All Welcome
Hands on henna! We cover Mixology, cone rolling, after 
care, rudimentary design and extra embellishments like gems 
and glitter. We will provide all the materials  (henna, cones, 
embellishments) for attendees to try practicing with during the 
workshop. This workshop is for all skill levels.  Material fee $5
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu
Adam Chertoff All Welcome
1. What is Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu (5 Minutes)
2. Warm-up Exercises – (20 minutes)
3. Universal Form (Stretch/Flow) – (20 Minutes)
4. How to Form a Fist and Knife Hand – (5 Minutes)
5. Punching in Horse Stance: Lunar Punch, 
    Square Punch, & Reverse Punch – (20 Minutes)
6. Blocking Drill (Six – Open Hand) – (20 Minutes) 
Dress in loose clothing & sneakers. Bring water. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Introduction to the Penny Whistle
James “Bobo” Knight
Also known as the Tin Whistle, Irish Whistle, or the Flageolet, 
this inexpensive, simple, durable, and easy to carry musical 
instrument is relatively easy to play and it packs a whollop 
when used effectively. Ability to read music not required. This 
workshop will cover its history and its instruction will focus 
on leaning the pentatonic scales and how these basic scales can 
be used to improvise great solos. Class limited to five students. 
Each students will receive a “C” whistle and a “D” whistle, both 
made by the Clarke Company a trusted name in Tin Whistles 
since 1843. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Handpainted Essential Oil Bottles
Anna Grappone Adult Only
Create your own special bottle to mix your blend of essential 
oils. This workshop involves using food grade glass paint and 
painting a design or motif on a 15 or 30 ml bottle (which will 
be provided, paints and brushes will also be provided) bottles 
will be baked in an oven at low temperature for approximately 
an hour or less. Will provide materials for a nominal fee.  
Material fee $5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Writing Poetry: Haibun
Karen Heaste
Habun is a Japanese poetic style that combines Haiku with 
prose poetry. A distinctive form it is often used to describe 
travel or nature. Bring your pen or pencil and let’s have fun.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Wild Mushrooms “What is it” 
“Can I eat it?” Part I
Anomie
We will start with the basics: how to ID! Gills, tubes, or 
pores? Know what to look for to identify what you have 
found. SAFETY issues. How many books do you need to get 
started? The internet is a fantastic resource for pictures and 
information, but there are only a few eatable mushrooms that 
are “beginner” enough to eat after you have identified them 
with a picture. Where did you find it? What time of the year?

TUESDAY, JULY 7 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. runesTead

Initiation
Joy Wedmedyk Adult Only
Initiations are moments in time that change everything that 
comes after them. Whether they are for woman, men, children, 
or elders, all initiations have criteria that help to make them 
successful and meaningful. Learn about the various initiation 
styles, the goals of initiation, how to create strong and 
powerful initiations, and practical information to help avoid 
the common pitfalls and make these rituals the life changing 
events they are meant to be.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Teen space

Boffer Swords
TJ Laffan Teens 13 - 17
 Make your very own sword! How? With foam and socks 
and duct tape, what else? Want to see what we mean? Come 
find out!  Material fee $5  

8:00 - 11:00 p.m.
magpie meadery 

Karaoke Night
Magpie Meadery (next to Sankofa Café) hosts an evening 

for songs and laughter.  Sign up when you arrive, first 
come, first serve. There is nothing like a rousing night 

of singing to unite everyone.  Come join the fun.
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9:30 a.m. Rock 102 part 1 ............................................................Gene Corn ..................................................... Wolf Treasures Booth

9:30 a.m. Spiral Beaded Bracelet with Charms .............................Cate Dalton  ................................................... Studio

10:00 a.m.  Morning Story and Crafts .......................................TJ & Cynthia Laffan ....................................... Kid Village

11:30 a.m. House Blessing/Plaque .................................................Bonnie Barr ................................................... Studio

11:30 a.m. Seeing for the Tribes .....................................................Eli  ................................................................. North Pavilion

11:30 a.m. Mixed Class Sweat Lodge Information Meeting  ............Rowan Clan  .................................................. Sweat Lodge

1:30 p.m. The Body Dynamic........................................................Mina Bellavia ................................................. Studio

1:30 p.m. Standing Meditation (Zhan Zhuang) ..............................Paul Arena  .................................................... East Meadow

1:30 p.m. Mind, Body, and Pole ....................................................Ben Haffie and Jasper Friend  ........................ Babylon Pole

1:30 p.m. Sacred Symbols – Civilization’s Magickal Keys .............Lilith Dorsey  ................................................. North Pavilion

1:30 p.m. Constructing a Runic Rosary .........................................Jamilynn Zapata ............................................ Runestead

3:30 p.m. Footloose and Fancy Free: Dancing with your Feet ............Zimra  ............................................................ East Meadow

3:30 p.m. Male Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony ......................Rowan Clan  .................................................. Sweat Lodge

3:30 p.m. Ritual or Ceremony - What’s the Difference? .................Kenn Day ....................................................... East Shire

5:30 p.m. Toxin, Magic, Medicine: Don’t Eat That! .........................Firesong  ......................................................... Studio

5:30 p.m. Ethics in a Diverse Spiritual Community ........................Vicki Wright  .................................................. East Meadow

5:30 p.m. Make A Faerie House 1 .................................................Claudia Messier  ............................................ North Pavilion

5:30 p.m. Body Mandalas .............................................................Chrissie Bingham & Garrett Goforth  .............. North Stage

5:30 p.m. Waterguns and the Art of Arting ..............................T.J. Laffan ...................................................... Teen Space

9:30 p.m. Ginger Doss  ...........................................................................................................................Main Pavilion

WEDNESDAY, JULY 8 

WEDNESDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. wolf Treasures booTh

Rock 102 part 1
Gene Corn All Welcome
This advanced class will incorporate programming crystals 
with specific intention, Why using grid systems for healing 
purposes, creating grid in sacred geometric patterns to build 
sacred space, and how, why it works.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. sTudio

Spiral Beaded Bracelet with Charms
Cate Dalton All Welcome
This Bracelet is EASY to make, fun and can be a bracelet, or 
(if made longer), a necklace. Stitch variations will be discussed. 
Choice of colours and charms.  Original Design by Catherine 
Dalton of WaterLily Designs. Kits in multiple colour ways, with 
3 charms/stone chips. Material fee $5

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10:00 a.m. kid village

 Morning Story and Crafts
TJ & Cynthia Laffan Children with Parent
Kids, bring your parental units and hear some great morning 
stories before craft time. Parents, it’s a great way to ease into 
the day while you enjoy some time with your child. We’ll 

color while we listen and if the weather is nice, we’ll hang 
the pictures on the Kid Village fence for a wonderful Sankofa 
Gallery until you take your creation home! Then, we’ll pull out 
the markers, paint, paper, feathers, and glitter, glitter, glitter. 
Come on, kids, have your parents help you create something 
cool! Parents must stay with their children – there are no 
babysitting services at Kid Village and children cannot be left 
alone there even during workshops.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sTudio

House Blessing/Plaque
Bonnie Barr Adults, Teens, Children with Parent 
“Blessed Be”  “Bless This House”  “Home Is Where The 
Hearts Are”  are examples of the phrases you might choose to 
glue and embellish with a wide variety of sparklies. we will 
create a lovely 10” x 12” framed plaque for your place, or to 
gift another. Come prepared with the words in mind you wish 
to use to optimize our time. Material fee $12       
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Seeing for the Tribes
Eli All Welcome
This is a ritual. It is a reconstruction of the Ancient Hebrew 
Tradition of going to a Seer for public divination, to get 
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answers from the  Ancestors and/or God/desses. Come with 
your questions.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Mixed Class Sweat Lodge 
Information Meeting:
An Introduction to the Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan
Throughout history people have woven purification and other 
types of ritual into personal and community life.  It has been 
a powerful part of the human experience.  Our discussion will 
center primarily on the history, traditions, and present day uses 
of the Inipi Kaga Ceremony.  We will also discuss guidelines 
for participation in the lodges this year. You must attend this 
class in order to participate in a lodge.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sTudio

The Body Dynamic
Mina Bellavia All Welcome
This is a drawing session utilizing a live figure model. This is 
open to ALL levels of drawing. If you’ve never drawn a body 
before - never fear! This is about drawing motion and gesture 
- this is more about learning how to see a body in movement 
rather than about a finished product that will look like a person.  
$3 donation asked for(not mandatory) to cover art supplies.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow
Standing Meditation (Zhan Zhuang)
Paul Arena All Welcome
A brief introduction and overview of what Eastern meditation 
is and the several methods used for mental and energetic 
cultivation will be presented. From here we will go into 
several postures of standing meditation. The theory of standing 
meditation will be discussed and presented so as to provide a 
meditative practice unto itself or provide additional training 
for those who already have  a meditative or contemplative 
practice. Note: Postures are standing, and while not difficult 
unto themselves, we will be standing for most of the workshop.  
Any difficulty or circulation problems, please be aware of your 
restrictions. Let me know and I can tailor the class to meet 
some of these needs.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. babylon pole

Mind, Body, and Pole
Ben Haffie and Jasper Friend Adult Only 18+
Find your inner power by opening your mind and using your 
body through the interactive experience of pole dance. The 

vertical pole is an impressive though accessible piece of 
acrobatic equipment. Taught by Ben and Jasper, enjoy both a 
male and female instructor for individual attention and body-
type specific tricks. We will be meeting at the Babylon camp to 
use their fixed, in-ground pole. All genders encouraged. Skin 
contact with the pole is ideal so minimal clothing is best.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Sacred Symbols – 
Civilization’s Magickal Keys
Lilith Dorsey All Welcome
Sacred symbols are all around us from the heart-filled sankofa 
for which this event is named, to Norse runes, Astrological 
symbols, and ancient African based veves. We will explore 
classic symbols and how they have been adapted today in 
art and magick. Specific attention will be given to New 
Orleans style Voodoo/Vodou veves and also modern primitive 
movements concerning body art and symbology.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. runesTead

Constructing a Runic Rosary
Jamilynn Zapata All Welcome
The runes have many applications: divination, practical spell 
work and mediation are among them. This workshop will 
provide the materials and instruction on how to construct a 
Runic Rosary which may be used in personal meditation. Help 
yourself achieve a deeper understanding of the futhark and, 
through the runes, learn deeper truths about yourself and the 
world around you. Prior knowledge of the futhark is helpful, 
but not necessary. Material fee $20

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. easT meadow

Footloose and Fancy Free: 
Dancing with Your Feet
Zimra All Welcome
This class will teach patterns of footwork that are nearly 
universal, and also focus on using your feet to count the 
rhythm. No dance experience is necessary. Wear shoes you 
can comfortably move in.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Male Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan
The Inipi is a sacred ritual, often referred to as the Sweat Lodge or 
Stone Lodge.  The traditional Inipi Kaga Ceremony comes from 
the Sioux Nation. You must attend the Sweat Lodge Information 
Class that is offered 24 hours before the Lodge that you wish 
to attend. This class includes information about the traditional 
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lodges that are offered and instructions for preparation. Prior 
to attending a lodge one must be free of alcohol or drugs for at 
least 24 hours and have a covering for the body (shorts, sarong, 
etc). Mixed Lodge is Thursday and Female Lodge is Friday.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 easT shire

Ritual or Ceremony – What’s the Difference?
Kenn Day Adult Only
These terms are often used interchangeably, which can lead to 
confusion about the purpose of a given activity. In this workshop, 
we will explore one approach to working with both Ceremony 
and Ritual in ways that are effective, safe and appropriate.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Toxin, Magic, Medicine: Don’t Eat That!
Firesong Adult Only
Manufacturing toxins is a way that plants protect themselves 
from being eaten.  Even some of our food plants can turn toxic 
to us under certain conditions.  Many are rich in folklore and 
magical traditions.  Learn how to identify some toxic plants, 
so as to avoid their effects, and learn their places in nature and 
in the ornamental garden.  While there won’t be any actual 
plant substances in the workshop, photos and anecdotes will 
be available.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. easT meadow

Ethics in a Diverse Spiritual Community
Vicki Wright All Welcome
We will discuss in this workshop how ethics are even more 
important in a diverse Spiritual setting.  Ethics are simply 
guidelines that make it a lot easier to get along in a fun and 
respectful manner.  A personal code of conduct is something we 
all have.  How can we make community richer by adding ours.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Make A Faerie House Part 1
Claudia Messier All Welcome
Participants make an appropriate home, either for the 
faerie figure created in Workshop 1, or a faerie of their own 
imagination. This is a 2-part workshop and participants should 
be prepared to leave their half completed projects in the work 
area until the second session. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Body Mandalas
Chrissie Bingham & Garrett Goforth All Welcome
Within each of our bodies lie the sacred proportions that makes 
up the entire universe. The geometry within our form is more 
easily recognized when dancing with each other. Standing in 
a circle, mirroring one another, this workshops unveils that 
we are all puzzle pieces that fit perfectly with one another. We 
will be using dance, yoga and acro to create beautiful fractals 
as a community. This class is guided, step by step, created 
collectively.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. Teen space

Waterguns and the Art of Arting
T.J. Laffan Teens 13 - 17 

 Water guns + tye dye. You do the math. Come dressed 
in something you don’t mind getting stained, put on a pair of 
safety glasses, and pick a water gun. Go home with a custom-
designed one-of-a kind wearable art canvas. The biggest rule: 
Not In The Face.

9:30 p.m.
main pavilion

Ginger Doss
Ginger Doss is an aspiring zen 

master bridging Spirit with 
Song; Riding eclectic sound 
waves with a shaman’s vibe, 
rocking all your chakras and 

gathering the tribe. It’s music that 
ignites all the colors of the soul 
~ puts a fire to your purpose and 

returns you to the whole.
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9:30 a.m. Stones and Carving Intermediate ............................................James Metcalfe ................................... Booth at Water Shrine

10:00 a.m.  Morning Story and Crafts .................................................TJ & Cynthia Laffan ............................. Kid Village

11:30 a.m. Making Spirit & Ancestor Dolls ................................................Lisa Owen ........................................... Studio

11:30 a.m. 99 Ways Good Witches Go Bad ...............................................Gavin and Yvonne Frost ....................... East Shire

11:30 a.m. Earthship Systems and Types .................................................Maya Zaragoza .................................... North Pavilion

11:30 a.m. Female Information Sweat Lodge Class:..................................Rowan Clan ......................................... Sweat Lodge

11:30 a.m. Magic Words – a Primer .........................................................Gretchen Schork .................................. Storytelling Pavilion

1:30 a.m. Writing Poetry, for those who don’t “get” poetry ......................Stephanie Pedas .................................. East Meadow

1:30 p.m. Core Hoop Dance ....................................................................Gillian Tunney ...................................... Storytelling Pavilion

1:30 p.m. Traditional Rhythms of West Africa ..........................................Russell Anderson  ................................ North Stage

1:30 p.m. Mindfulness Meditation ..........................................................Tim Malone II ....................................... East Shire

1:30 p.m. Salted Silk ..............................................................................Marti Capiccioni .................................. Henna Tree

1:30 p.m. Intermediate Techniques for Rigg ............................................Liz Holland  ......................................... North Pavilion

3:30 p.m. Tumbao Technique ..................................................................Miguel Sague ...................................... Main Pavilion

3:30 p.m. Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu ...................................................Adam Chertoff ..................................... North Pavilion

3:30 p.m. Mixed Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony ..............................Rowan Clan ......................................... Sweat Lodge

3:30 p.m. Introduction to the Penny Whistle ............................................James “Bobo” Knight .......................... North Stage

3:30 p.m. Witchcraft, Magic and Folklore  ...............................................Skip Clark ............................................ Runestead

3:30 p.m. Fly Into Your Dreams ...............................................................Jamie Kubala....................................... Studio

3:30 p.m. Working with the Invisible .......................................................Kenn Day ............................................. East Shire

5:30 p.m. Talisman Making Class ...........................................................Anna Grappone .................................... Studio

5:30 p.m. Writing Poetry: Pantouns .........................................................Karen Heaster...................................... North Pavilion

5:30 p.m. Wild Mushrooms Part 2 ..........................................................Anomie ................................................ North Stage

5:30 p.m.  Spiritual Evolution Through Ancestors ..............................Joy Wedmedyk .................................... Runestead

9:30 p.m. Kabarett Vulgare Cabaret Show  ...................................................................................................... Main Pavilion

THURSDAY, JULY 9 

THURSDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. booTh aT waTer shrine

Stones and Carving Intermediate
James Metcalfe All Welcome
An introduction to The safe use of different types of tools.  
Included will be diamond blades & bits, diamond lap, 
tumblers, grinders and diamond saws.Attendees should have 
attended Introduction to stones and stone carving as a large 
portion of that workshop focuses on the health and safety rules 
inherent in stone carving and these become more far important 
as the machines and material becomes more complex. Having 
an understanding of the basic safety rules would save a lot of 
time to focus on the much more stringent rules governing the 
bigger machines.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10:00 a.m. kid village

 Morning Story and Crafts
TJ & Cynthia Laffan Children with Parent
Kids, bring your parental units and hear some great morning 
stories before craft time. Parents, it’s a great way to ease into 
the day while you enjoy some time with your child. We’ll color 
while we listen and if the weather is nice, we’ll hang the pictures 
on the Kid Village fence for a wonderful Sankofa Gallery until 
you take your creation home! Then, we’ll pull out the markers, 
paint, paper, feathers, and glitter, glitter, glitter. Come on, kids, 
have your parents help you create something cool! Parents must 
stay with their children – there are no babysitting services at 
Kid Village and children cannot be left alone there even during 
workshops. 
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sTudio

Making Spirit & Ancestor Dolls
Lisa Owen
Doll making and storytelling bring in the stories of the 
ancestors and spiritworkers.  Learn how the dolls are made, 
why they are made, and what kind of spirit story we can work 
with to enhance or match the stories. Example: when we work 
with Bridgid, we would incorporate her story and the symbols 
of Bridgid to build the doll.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. easT shire

99 Ways Good Witches Go Bad
Gavin and Yvonne Frost
This “how-not-to” workshop offers some clues toward 
correcting the goofs that we all make, whether through accident, 
ignorance, selfishness, or stupidity. It offers a cautionary 
tale based on Gavin and Yvonne’s book “Good Witches Fly 
Smoothly”. Plan to join in the discussion and to add your own 
autobiographical experiences; they may open the eyes of othe 
attendees to how magic and lifestyle can go wrong – and can 
be corrected. Imagine a witch on a broom flying backwards and 
falling off – well, here the witch has a parachute. By the way, 
attendees have a chance to win a free copy of the book.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Earthship Systems and Types
Maya Zaragoza All Welcome
More in depth information on the systems within an Earthship 
(Water Operating Module, Power Operating Module, gray 
water planters, cistern types, etc.) and descriptions on the 
different models most popular today -the Global, most 
luxurious vs. the Simple Survival (geared towards disaster 
relief and basic necessity). Also giving basic instruction on 
how to read, understand and create construction drawings and 
visualize building concepts. Descriptive pictures and diagrams 
will communicate the sustainable sentiments of Earthships.

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Female Information Sweat Lodge Class: 
An Introduction to the Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan
Throughout history people have woven purification and other 
types of ritual into personal and community life.  It has been 
a powerful part of the human experience.  Our discussion will 
center primarily on the history, traditions, and present day uses 
of the Inipi Kaga Ceremony.  We will also discuss guidelines 
for participation in the lodges this year. You must attend this 
class in order to participate in a lodge.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Magic Words – a Primer
Gretchen Schork
Some words are used in confusing ways, others are ignored. 
We will explore techniques of opening, balancing, shielding, 
centering, grounding, and many more. Refresher for the 
experienced, clarity for the new member of our community. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow

Writing Poetry, 
for those who don’t “get” poetry
Stephanie Pedas All Welcome
Poetry is one of the oldest forms of art, crossing all cultures 
and religions. This introduction to different forms of poetry 
from different cultures can help even those not poetically 
inclined explore the creative process in open and closed forms 
and connect poetry to different artforms and life experiences. 
Bring something to write with and something to write on! 
Artists of all levels can bring works they are interested in 
reflecting on and examining further.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Core Hoop Dance
Gillian Tunney All Welcome
Learn techniques for waist, chest, shoulder, and leg hooping. 
This is a class for all levels and footwork, floorwork, breaks/
reversals, angle hooping can be added depending on the 
student. This class will include time to practice the techniques 
to a variety of music. Hoops provided.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Traditional Rhythms of West Africa
Russell Anderson All Welcome
The music of the djembe and dununs originated in West Africa 
around the 13th century.  Today, people worldwide are drawn 
to these drums because the rhythms create an atmosphere of 
warmth and harmony, a sense of connection, and a unique type 
of relationship between people.  Come to play and explore the 
language of the djembe and dununs as expressed in traditional 
West African rhythms.  No experience necessary. Bring chairs 
and drums.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT shire

Mindfulness Meditation
Tim Malone II All Welcome
Mindfulness meditation is an ancient Buddhist practice that has 
been adopted by western culture due to its undeniable holistic 
benefits. It’s a type of meditation that utilizes ancient Buddhist 
practices to achieve states of awareness of self which leads to 
calming of the mind and emotions for increased psychological 
and cognitive clarity. I’ll focus on techniques like walking, 
guided, breathing, eating & touch. Please wear comfortable 
clothing & bring a seat or blanket.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. henna Tree

Salted Silk
Marti Capiccioni All Welcome
With Brigit Addison. Make your own colorful sarongs, scarves, 
banners, prayer / altar cloths with salt effect silk dying.  With 
many colors to choose from, you can let your imagination go 
wild to create one of a kind pieces in silk.  All materials & 
assistance supplied at workshop. This is a special opportunity 
to work with both artists as next year Marti will be taking over 
the Salted Silk workshop for Brigit. Participant limit of 25. 
Material fee varies depending on what you choose to make. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Intermediate Techniques for Riqq
Liz Holland All Welcome
Intended as a continuation of the Introduction to Riqq workshop. 
Participants will move onto intermediate techniques of the riqq. 
The riqq is an ancient frame drum, an ancestor of the modern 
tambourine, used for centuries in rituals. It has a long history of 
being associated with female drummers and spiritual healing. 
This workshop will be co-ed. Some Riqqs will be available for 
participant use, but plan to bring your Riqq or other tamborine 
if you have one.

Dancers interested in participating in the Hafla 
please come to the dance coordination meeting on 
Thursday, 3:30 at the Main Pavilion and Friday 

7:30 p.m. at Main Pavilion.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. main pavilion

Tumbao Technique
Miguel Sague All Welcome
Tumbao is a conga technique that is used in several different 
styles. In this workshop Miguel explores some of these usages 
with you, offering stroke by stroke breakdowns of the Tumbao 

techniques on 1, 2 and 3 drums. Participants would be well 
served to bring a Conga, Djembe or a pair of Bongos. Any 
other percussion is welcome. It would be wise to bring a chair. 
Conga is played from a sitting position.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu
Adam Chertoff All Welcome
1. Warm-up Exercises – (20 minutes)
2. Animal Hand Positions – (10 Minutes)
3. Universal Form (Stretch/Animal) – (20 minutes)
4. Shaolin 7 Postures from praying position (20 Minutes)
5. On Guard Stance & walking drill 
    (lead speed strike/reverse punch) – (10 Minutes)
6. Punching Drill (10 types of punches) – (10 Minutes)
Dress in loose clothing & sneakers. Bring water. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Mixed Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan
The Inipi is a sacred ritual, often referred to as the Sweat 
Lodge or Stone Lodge.  The traditional Inipi Kaga Ceremony 
comes from the Sioux Nation.  You must attend the Sweat 
Lodge Information Class that is offered 24 hours before the 
Lodge that you wish to attend. This class includes information 
about the traditional lodges that are offered and instructions 
for preparation. Prior to attending a lodge one must be free of 
alcohol or drugs for at least 24 hours and have a covering for 
the body (shorts, sarong, etc). Female Lodge is Friday.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Introduction to the Penny Whistle
James “Bobo” Knight
Also known as the Tin Whistle, Irish Whistle, or the Flageolet, 
this inexpensive, simple, durable, and easy to carry musical 
instrument is relatively easy to play and it packs a whollop 
when used effectively. Ability to read music not required. This 
workshop will cover its history and its instuction will focus on 
leaning the pentatonic scales and how these basic scales can be 
used to improvise great solos. Class limited to five students. 
Each students will receive a “C” whistle and a “D” whistle, both 
made by the Clarke Company a trusted name in Tin Whistles 
since 1843. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. runesTead

Witchcraft, Magic and Folklore  
After the Burning Times
Skip Clark All Welcome
One day people woke up and decided there were no more witches 
or witchcraft and so they stopped burning and hanging them and 
believing, right?  No, of course not.  The ideas about witches 
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changed, however, and took many new forms, vampires and 
other ideas, for example.  Come and learn about the changing 
nature of witchcraft beliefs in the Romantic era and beyond.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sTudio

Fly Into Your Dreams Through Journaling 
and Scrapbooking
Jamie Kubala All Welcome
Learn a way to create an inspired series of written realizations 
and memorable photos that lead to a shift in consciousness, 
creative release and a path to joyful living through heartfelt 
words and images. Which photos and artifacts are best for 
tracking and revealing your life’s path? What’s the simple 
foolproof way to organize and share them?It’s easier than you 
think.Bring photos (cell phone images OK) or artifacts from 
your life if you have them.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. easT shire

Working with the Invisible - Secrets of the 
Internal Styles of Martial Arts 
Kenn Day Adult Only
There are many applications of Chinese Martial Arts that are 
generally taught only by Grand Masters to their “closed door 
students” or the inheritors of the tradition. Many Of these 
practices have applications far beyond their martial source, 
even in the realms of spirituality. No previous experience with 
TaiJi or QiGong is required, but you will learn fundamentals 
that can be applied to all styles. With Billy Woods
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. henna Tree

Henna off the Body
Robin Jaeckel Adult Only
Henna off the Body- In this workshop we will discuss using henna 
on other objects. Examples will focus on henna on drum heads, 
bones, fabric and wood. All attendees will be able to work on a 
swatch of cloth to create their own designs. Material fee $10
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Talisman Making Class
Anna Grappone Adult Only
This class involves making a basic pendant by using Fimo or 
Sculpey, which is a medium which is similar to clay, and baked 
in an oven at a low degree. I will supply cord (for talisman to 
be worn around neck) rubber stamp (I have quite a few Celtic 
knot rubber stamps and can acquire more patterns. Wire and 
beads will also be provided. Material fee $5

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Writing Poetry: Pantouns 
Karen Heaster
Pantoun is a style of poetry brought to the West from Malaysia 
by Victor Hugo. It has a specific structure that intensifies what 
is being said by repetition. You may choose to write rhymed 
or unrhymed poems in this style. come to explore and share!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Wild Mushrooms 
“What is it? Can I Eat it?”  Part 2
Anomie 
More information on eatable and medicinal mushrooms. Spore 
Prints, and dangerous look a likes. Know the deadly poisonous 
ones to avoid: “family hospitalized due to mushroom 
poisoning” is not the 15 minutes of fame you want! We will 
do a walk if the weather has been wet enough to find some, if 
not we will spend time looking at pictures, books and dried 
specimens.  Each year the conditions are different and we find 
mushrooms in abundance one year, and other years there is 
fewer to find. One year there will be boletus everywhere and 
the next year there is not one to be found.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. runesTead

 Spiritual Evolution through the Ancestors
Joy Wedmedyk Teens (13 - 17)
An Altar for the ancestors and other benevolent spirits is a place 
of prayer and comfort, and the foundation of spiritual practice 
and progression. Organize your spiritual frame, establish 
stronger communication with your guides and Ancestors and 
harmonize your connections to the spirit world.  You will learn 
how to choose a place for the alter, how to set it up, and how 
to take care of your ancestors and good spirits through prayer 
and meditation.

9:30 p.m.
main pavilion

Kabarett Vulgare 
Cabaret Show 

Performances by Macabre 
Noir, Camille Zamboni, 

Gigi LaFemme, Nick Noir, 
and Deville.
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FRIDAY, JULY 11 

FRIDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS

9:30 a.m. ......Basic Zentangle .................................................................. Karen Ceittenden ......................................Studio
9:30 a.m. ......Rock 102 part 2  Construction of grid systems .................... Gene Corn .................................................Wolf Treaures Booth
10:00 a.m. .... Morning Story and Crafts ............................................. TJ & Cynthia Laffan...................................Kid Village
11:30 a.m. ....Show, Tell and Process ....................................................... Bonnie Barr  ..............................................Studio
11:30 a.m. ....Revering the Green Way ...................................................... Eli  ............................................................North Pavilion
1:30 p.m. ......The Body Dynamic.............................................................. Mina Bellavia  ...........................................Studio
1:30 p.m. ......Intro to I-Ching (Book of Change) ........................................ Paul Arena ................................................East Meadow
1:30 p.m. ......Invert Yourself! .................................................................... Ben Haffie .................................................Storytelling Pavilion
1:30 p.m. ......Los Guerreros- Warriors of the Soul .................................... Lilith Dorsey ..............................................North Pavilion
1:30 p.m. ......Telling a Runic Rosary ........................................................ Jamilynn Zapata .......................................Runestead
1:30 p.m. ......Mindfulness Meditation ...................................................... Tim Malone II ............................................East Shire
1:30 p.m. ......Salted Silk .......................................................................... Marti Capiccioni ........................................Henna Tree
3:30 p.m. ......Elemental Flow ................................................................... Zimra ........................................................East Meadow
3:30 p.m. ......Female Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony ........................... Rowan Clan ..............................................Sweat Lodge
3:30 p.m. ......Grimoires – History and Development ................................. Skip Clark .................................................Runestead
3:30 p.m. ......A Natural Way to Draw... To Music....................................... Jamie Kubala ............................................Studio
3:30 p.m. ......Women’s Drum Circle ......................................................... Liz Holland ................................................North Pavilion
5:30 p.m. ......Homemade Liqueurs and Mixology ..................................... Firesong ....................................................Studio
5:30 p.m. ......Working with Young People in the Pagan Community .......... Vicki Wright...............................................East Meadow
5:30 p.m. ......Make A Faerie House 2 ....................................................... Claudia Messier ........................................North Pavilion
5:30 p.m. ......Fire Safety .......................................................................... Chrissie Bingham and Garrett Goforth .......North Stage
9:30 pm. ......................Community Hafla featuring Boom, Boom, Shake, followed by Vixens Burlesque from Kabarett Vulgar

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. sTudio

Basic Zentangle
Karen Ceittenden  Adults, Teens, Children who                   

can follow verbal directions, with parent.
Learn a meditative drawing style using simple lines.  Anyone 
can learn this art form. Originally developed by Maria Thomas 
and Rick Roberts Zentangle can help you increase your 
focus, help you relax, build your confidence and inspire your 
creativity.  Skeptical?  Well, there is only one way to find out 
about this wonderful art form!  Come and see for yourself how 
good it can be! Material fee $7 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. wolf Treasures booTh

Rock 102 part 2 
Construction of grid systems 
Gene Corn All Welcome
This is a hands-on class. We’ll be designing geometric shapes 
and connect them to special intentions; example, better sleep. 
Then we will construct the grids which can use your own 
stones as well stones from Gene’s massive collections in a 
demonstrations of the energy. It’s a must to bring a towel or 
blanket to do the layouts.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
10:00 a.m. kid village

 Morning Story and Crafts
TJ & Cynthia Laffan Children with Parent
Kids, bring your parental units and hear some great morning 
stories before craft time. Parents, it’s a great way to ease into 
the day while you enjoy some time with your child. We’ll color 
while we listen and if the weather is nice, we’ll hang the pictures 
on the Kid Village fence for a wonderful Sankofa Gallery until 
you take your creation home! Then, we’ll pull out the markers, 
paint, paper, feathers, and glitter, glitter, glitter. Come on, kids, 
have your parents help you create something cool! Parents must 
stay with their children – there are no babysitting services at 
Kid Village and children cannot be left alone there even during 
workshops.  
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sTudio

Show, Tell and Process: Blessing Bottles 
and Plaques
Bonnie Barr
We will admire and appreciate each others’ work, and share 
about the creative journey these projects took each of us on. 
For example: What had been our original intent? Did our intent 
evolve? What colors did we use, and why? What symbolism 
did we create? What variations might we consider in a next 
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project? General observations? You are welcome, even if you 
did not make something, to appreciate the works, and listen as 
folks share.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Revering the Green Way: 
Simple Ways to Honor Mother Earth
Eli All Welcome
In this workshop we discuss how by making wise use of our 
resources we can do small, daily act of reverence to Mother 
Earth even if in our busy day there is little time for ritual. A 
variety of approaches will be presented, all down to earth, all 
to be done in reverence to Her.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sTudio

The Body Dynamic
Mina Bellavia All Welcome
This is a drawing session utilizing a live figure model. This is 
open to ALL levels of drawing. If you’ve never drawn a body 
before - never fear! This is about drawing motion and gesture 
- this is more about learning how to see a body in movement 
rather than about a finished product that will look like a person.  
$3 donation asked for(not mandatory) to cover art supplies.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow

Intro to I-Ching (Book of Change)
Paul Arena All Welcome
Through this workshop I aim to provide a historical background 
as well as practical applications from the Chinese book of I. 
Often presented as just an Oracle, the I-Ching is much more.       
I would like to demystify, and present a clear path that a student 
may begin to utilize the knowledge contained within. This work 
of knowledge has over 2500 years of wisdom to present to those 
who open themselves to the work.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Invert Yourself!
Ben Haffie All Welcome
Turn the world upside down and explore some inversions! 
Focusing on alignment and balance, this class is an exploration 
of shoulder stands, forearm stands, headstands, and handstands. 
From fingertips to toenails, small adjustments to inverted 
posture can be made to dramatically improve a practice. If all 
goes well, we’ll be inverting ourselves on top of each other! 
Heaps of fun. I promise.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Los Guerreros- Warriors of the Soul
Lilith Dorsey All Welcome
This class will explore the Santeria Warrior gods Eleggua, 
Ogun and Ochosi, traditionally referred to as the Guerreros. 

They function as a divine trinity to remove obstacles, clear 
paths and guide followers towards their ultimate destination.  
Participants will learn altar/shrine set up and appropriate 
chants and offerings.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. runesTead

Telling a Runic Rosary - Using the futhark as a tool 
to enhance your meditative practices
Jamilynn Zapata All Welcome
In this class I will detail the walk through the futhark which I use 
while “telling the rosary” as a tool for mediation. Help yourself 
achieve a deeper understanding of the futhark and through the 
runes learn deeper truths about yourself and the world around 
you. Attending construction class is recommended but not 
necessary.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT shire

Mindfulness Meditation
Tim Malone II All Welcome
Mindfulness meditation is an ancient Buddhist practice that has 
been adopted by western culture due to its undeniable holistic 
benefits. It’s a type of meditation that utilizes ancient Buddhist 
practices to achieve states of awareness of self which leads to 
calming of the mind and emotions for increased psychological 
and cognitive clarity. I’ll focus on techniques like walking, 
guided, breathing, eating & touch. 

What to wear/bring to the workshop: Full skirt or comfortable 
dance pants (no jeans or non-stretch pants) cami, singlet or 
T-shirt, bare feet or dance shoes (no joggers) and a scarf to tie 
around your hips (no coin belts). Bring water, a pen and paper, 
a seat or blanket.... and enthusiasm!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. henna Tree

Salted Silk
Marti Capiccioni All Welcome
With Brigit Addison. Make your own colorful sarongs, scarves, 
banners, prayer / altar cloths with salt effect silk dying.  With 
many colors to choose from, you can let your imagination go 
wild to create one of a kind pieces in silk.  All materials & 
assistance supplied at workshop. This is a special opportunity 
to work with both artists as next year Marti will be taking over 
the Salted Silk workshop for Brigit. Participant limit of 25. 
Material fee varies depending on what you choose to make. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. easT meadow

Elemental Flow
Zimra All Welcome
Through movement meditation and exercises we will explore 
the 5 elements and use their unique qualities to find our inner 
flow and break through boundaries and blockages. Wear 
comfortable clothing.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sweaT lodge

Female Sweat Lodge: Inipi Kaga Ceremony
Rowan Clan
The Inipi is a sacred ritual, often referred to as the Sweat 
Lodge or Stone Lodge. The traditional Inipi Kaga Ceremony 
comes from the Sioux Nation.  You must attend the Sweat 
Lodge Information Class that is offered 24 hours before the 
Lodge that you wish to attend. This class includes information 
about the traditional lodges that are offered and instructions 
for preparation. Prior to attending a lodge one must be free of 
alcohol or drugs for at least 24 hours and have a covering for 
the body (shorts, sarong, etc).
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. runesTead

Grimoires – History and Development
Skip Clark All Welcome
Grimoires have been a part of the magical world for centuries, 
but their forms have changed in many ways since their 
precursors in the ancient world.  Besides that, they have taken 
on unique properties in different cultures.  Come and see how 
they have developed and share your own experiences and ideas.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sTudio

A Natural Way to Draw... To Music
Jamie Kubala All Welcome
Inspired by forms in nature, this workshop will guide 
participants through the basics of contour line, shape, form, 
rhythm in art and music, and the sensation of color. Discover 
how drawing to music can quiet the mind, delight the eye, 
and bring us closer to the earth and to ourselves. All materials 
supplied, all levels welcome, donations accepted.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Women’s Drum Circle
Liz Holland Women Only
Goddess traditions have included women and drumming since 
ancient times, putting women in charge of leading spiritual 
transformations and drumming as part of their rituals.  As 
western society stripped this role of drumming from women 
over the milenia, there has been a recent resurgence and 
reconnection of women to the drum.  Some drums will be 
avaialble, participants should plan to bring their own drums.  
No experience required, beginners to advanced welcome.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Homemade Liqueurs and Mixology
Firesong Adult Only 21 and over
Yum Yum!  Learn to make your own, using herbs, spices, and 
fruits. Most are easy to find at the grocery store and some 
exotic.  Recipe handouts (and a wee bit of sampling) will be 
offered.  Crackers will be provided.  Please bring your own 
water.  Donations for handouts appreciated.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. easT meadow

Working with Young People                        
in the Pagan Community
Vicki Wright All Welcome
Young people are a vital and rich part of our lives at festival.  
We will talk about ways to help Pagan youth feel like part 
of the community and how to utilize their talents in fun and 
interesting ways.  They are our future!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Make A Faerie House 2
Claudia Messier All Welcome
Participants finish the faerie house begun in Workshop 2. This 
is a 2-part workshop and participants need to have attended the 
previous session of the workshop. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Fire Safety
Chrissie Bingham and Garrett Goforth All Welcome
Keep our community safe while still enjoying the art of Fire 
Dance. This class covers fire safety protocol as endorsed by the 
National Fire Artists Association. We teach everything from 
proper safety techniques, costuming, how to communicate 
with the authorities, and the importance of sobriety. Protect 
each other, protect our art!

Dancers interested in participating in the Hafla 
please come to the dance coordination meeting on 
Thursday, 3:30 at the Main Pavilion and Friday 

7:30 p.m. at Main Pavilion.

9:30 p.m.
main pavilion

BRUSHWOOD 
HAFLA

featuring Boom Boom Shake 
and Community Dancers

VIXENS BURLESQUE
from Kabarett Vulgare

Burlesque with routines geared towards the elements, 
empowerment, and inspiration.
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9:30 a.m. Zentangle -Going to the Dark Side  .........................................Karen Ceittenden ................................. Studio
9:30 a.m. Advanced Carving ...................................................................James Metcalfe  .................................. Booth at Water Shrine
11:30 a.m. Spirit Collage ..........................................................................Lisa Owen ........................................... Studio
11:30 a.m. Astral Travel and Progressive Reincarnation ............................Gavin and Yvonne Frost ....................... East Shire
11:30 a.m. Earthships and YOU  ...............................................................Maya Zaragoza .................................... North Pavilion
11:30 a.m. What Happens to Our Tools .....................................................Gretchen Schork .................................. Storytelling Pavilion
1:30 p.m. What “Fifty Shades” Got Right, and Wrong ..............................Stephanie Pedas .................................. East Meadow
1:30 p.m. Tosses for Staff, Hoops and Poi ...............................................Gillian Tunney ...................................... Storytelling Pavilion
1:30 p.m. Traditional Rhythms of West Africa ..........................................Russell Anderson ................................. North Stage
1:30 p.m. Salted Silk ..............................................................................Marti Capiccioni .................................. Henna Tree
1:30 p.m. Mindfulness Meditation ..........................................................Tim Malone II ....................................... East Shire
3:30 p.m. Introduction to Gongs and Singing Bowls  ...............................Jamie Kubala....................................... Studio
3:30 p.m. Congas for Unexpected Styles ................................................Miguel Sague ...................................... Main Pavilion
3:30 p.m. Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu ...................................................Adam Chertoff ..................................... North Pavilion
3:30 p.m. Introduction to the Penny Whistle ............................................James “Bobo” Knight .......................... North Stage
3:30 p.m. Ritual Nudity ...........................................................................Skip Clark ............................................ Runestead
5:30 p.m. Ritual “To Go” .........................................................................Anna Grappone .................................... Studio
5:30 p.m. Open Mic - Poetry ...................................................................Karen Heaster ...................................... North Pavilion
5:30 p.m. Wild Mushrooms .....................................................................Anomie ................................................ North Stage
5:30 p.m. Spirit Attachment and Release ................................................Joy Wedmedyk .................................... Runestead
5:30 p.m. Pole Princess ..........................................................................Jasper Friend ....................................... Babylon Pole
8:00 p.m. Guaracha ............................................................................................................................... Main Pavilion
9:30 p.m. Sankofa Fire .......................................................................................................................... Roundhouse

SATURDAY, JULY 12 

SATURDAY CLASS DESCRIPTIONS
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. sTudio

Zentangle - Going to the Dark Side
Karen Ceittenden Adults, teens, children who                              

can follow verbal directions
This workshop will focus on working the ZENTANGLE 
method on black tiles and white ink.  We will take the same 
process we learned in the basics class and apply those principles 
to black and white work.  We will work with ATC cards and, if 
time permits, round cards also.  You will also learn some new 
patterns to practice with too! Material fee $8      
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
9:30 - 11:00 a.m. booTh aT waTer shrine

Stones and Carving Advanced
James Metcalfe All Welcome
An introduction to the safe use of different types of tools.  
Included will be diamond blades & bits, diamond lap, tumblers, 
grinders and diamond saws.Attendees should have attended 
Introduction and Intermediate to stones and stone carving
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sTudio
Spirit Collage
Lisa Owen
This is a hands-on class. Using paint, markers, canvases, words, 
shapes, and multiple different every day things you’ll make a feel 
good piece with spiritual inspiration. All supplies are provided.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. easT shire

Astral Travel and Progressive Reincarnation
Gavin and Yvonne Frost
We will discuss the three levels of meditation and the necessary 
protections and preparations for entering each. Then we will 
examine the possible places you can visit when out of you 
body. Part of this work leads into attempting to visit past 
incarnations and the places they occurred, and then on into the 
variable future, perhaps to affect future lives and to experience 
progressively higher states. We will distinguish between 
progressive reincarnation and transmigration.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Earthships and YOU 
Maya Zaragoza All Welcome
Detailed description of ES academy sessions, internships, 
nightly rentals in Taos, global builds and disaster relief 
efforts. Technical information explaining different locales, 
climates and permitting geared towards serious enthusiasts 
and potential builders. Preparatory information on the owner/
builder experience and acquiring plans and materials. Lab-
like atmosphere with one-on-one assessments of individuals’ 
projects/ideas and perhaps proposals and brainstorming for 
a structure to add to the Brushwood community. Books and 
manuals available for browsing and purchase.
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---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11:30  - 1:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

What Happens to Our Tools
Gretchen Schork
As some of us age, others of us have to look at what we will 
do with the tools and projects that are under way when we 
pass. Too many are passing, so this is a current problem. As 
much as we want you to keep living, what do we do with your 
magical items, spells under way, papers, books, etc. This will 
be a discussion, so come with ideas.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT meadow

What “Fifty Shades” Got Right, and Wrong
Stephanie Pedas Adult Only
The “Fifty Shades of Gray” movie came out in February, 
introducing many people to BDSM. Even those who haven’t 
read the books or seen the movie may have misconceptions about 
“the lifestyle” mentioned in the popular series and touched upon 
often in pop culture. This class uses the books as an introduction 
to what BDSM is in real life, and isn’t, touching particularly upon 
lifestyle roles, scene negotiation, and recent scientific studies on 
BDSM culture.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. sToryTelling pavilion

Tosses for Staff, Hoops and Poi
Gillian Tunney All Welcome
This is a workshop where we will explore different ways to toss 
our props. We will discuss vertical and horizontal planes and 
different techniques and variations for releasing and catching. 
Any dance, spinning or juggling prop is welcome. Trying 
something new is encouraged!
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Traditional Rhythms of West Africa
Russell Anderson All Welcome
The music of the djembe and dununs originated in West Africa 
around the 13th century.  Today, people worldwide are drawn 
to these drums because the rhythms create an atmosphere of 
warmth and harmony, a sense of connection, and a unique type 
of relationship between people.  Come to play and explore the 
language of the djembe and dununs as expressed in traditional 
West African rhythms.  No experience necessary.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. henna Tree

Salted Silk
Marti Capiccioni All Welcome
With Brigit Addison. Make your own colorful sarongs, scarves, 
banners, prayer / altar cloths with salt effect silk dying.  With 
many colors to choose from, you can let your imagination go 
wild to create one of a kind pieces in silk.  All materials & 
assistance supplied at workshop. This is a special opportunity 
to work with both artists as next year Marti will be taking over 
the Salted Silk workshop for Brigit. Participant limit of 25. 
Material fee varies depending on what you choose to make. 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. easT shire

Mindfulness Meditation
Tim Malone II All Welcome
Mindfulness meditation is an ancient Buddhist practice that has 
been adopted by western culture due to its undeniable holistic 
benefits. It’s a type of meditation that utilizes ancient Buddhist 
practices to achieve states of awareness of self which leads to 
calming of the mind and emotions for increased psychological 
and cognitive clarity. I’ll focus on techniques like walking, 
guided, breathing, eating & touch. Please wear comfortable 
clothing & bring a seat or blanket.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. sTudio

Introduction to Gongs and Singing Bowls 
Jamie Kubala All Welcome
Sound can heal. This is a HANDS-ON workshop where 
participants will listen to and play gongs and singing bowls. 
Together we will discover the mystery and metaphor of the 
singing bowl, the Pagan, European roots of the gong, then 
share in the healing vibrations of these ancient instruments. 
Prepare to be transported through sound.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. main pavilion

Congas for Unexpected Styles
Miguel Sague All Welcome
This workshop teaches basic, stroke by stroke understandings 
of beats that Miguel has applied or innovated to blend 
harmoniously or even substitute for drum set on styles that do 
not have a traditional conga part implied. He gives you options 
for situations like being asked to play along with Jazz Swing, 
Funk, Rock, Reggae, Blues and Ballad. Participants would be 
well served to bring a Conga, Djembe or a pair of Bongos. 
Any other percussion is welcome. It would be wise to bring a 
chair. Conga is played from a sitting position.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu
Adam Chertoff All Welcome
1. Warm-up Exercises (20 minutes)
2. Universal Form 
    (Stretch/Dynamic Tension – Tiger) – (20 Minutes)
3. Shaolin 10 Postures – (30 Minutes)
4. Two Man Sensitivity Drills – (15 Minutes)
Dress in loose clothing & sneakers. Bring water.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Introduction to the Penny Whistle
James “Bobo” Knight
Also known as the Tin Whistle, Irish Whistle, or the Flageolet, 
this inexpensive, simple, durable, and easy to carry musical 
instrument is relatively easy to play and it packs a whollop 
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when used effectively. Ability to read music not required. This 
workshop will cover its history and its instruction will focus on 
learning the pentatonic scales and how these basic scales can 
be used to improvise great solos. Class limited to five students. 
Each students will receive a “C” whistle and a “D” whistle, both 
made by the Clarke Company a trusted name in Tin Whistles 
since 1843. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
3:30 - 5:00 p.m. runesTead

Ritual Nudity
Skip Clark All Welcome
Ever wonder what the connection is between nudity and 
religious and/or spiritual practice?  Why do some witches 
practice “skyclad”?  It goes way beyond “Ye shall be naked in 
your rites”.  Come and explore the ancient and early modern 
roots of this spiritual tradition.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. sTudio

Ritual “To Go”
Anna Grappone Adult Only
This workshop involves making miniature altars complete with 
a small box to take with you. Do you live in a situation where 
you have minimal space? Do you live in an urban setting where 
you want to have a solitary ritual but don’t want to carry an 
entire altar with you.  Do you want to create a sacred space 
without drawing too much attention to yourself? We’ll provide 
materials for a nominal fee.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh pavilion

Open Mic – Poetry
Karen Heaster
Bring what you wrote in the poetry workshops or something 
you’ve written some other time. We’ll take turns listening and 
reading.
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. norTh sTage

Wild Mushrooms 
“What is it? Can I Eat it?”  Part 2
Anomie
More information on eatable and medicinal mushrooms. Spore 
Prints, and dangerous look a likes. Know the deadly poisonous 
ones to avoid: “family hospitalized due to mushroom 
poisoning” is not the 15 minutes of fame you want! We will 
do a walk if the weather has been wet enough to find some, if 
not we will spend time looking at pictures, books and dried 
specimens.  Each year the conditions are different and we find 
mushrooms in abundance one year, and other years there is 
fewer to find. One year there will be boletus everywhere and 
the next year there is not one to be found.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. runesTead

Spirit Attachment and Release
Joy Wedmedyk Adult Only
Learn to identify, talk to and release a discarnate spirit entity 
attachment. This workshop clarifies what discarnate spirit 
attachment is, the physical manifestations that we can identify 
(including acute and long term manifestations), the symptoms 
that people experience, and how to remove these spirits and 
move them toward their own path of spiritual progression. 
Techniques used by practicing Mediums and other healing 
practitioners will be covered.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5:30 - 7:00 p.m. babylon pole

Pole Princess
Jasper Friend Adult Only  18+
This is a beginner level female-bodied only pole-dancing 
workshop. We will be playing with body to pole awareness, 
simple spins, easy tricks and a little of hip shakin’ goodness. 
Come awaken your inner goddess with some sultry dance 
moves you can bring home with you, or keep to your self. We 
will be meeting at Babylon’s in ground fixed pole, Skin to pole 
contact is ideal so minimal clothing is best. 

8:30 p.m.
main pavilion

Guaracha
Costume Dance Party

A Latin dance band that plays many styles of music. 
Father and son team, Miguel Sague Jr, and Miguel 
Sague III bring brilliant harmonies and charismatic 
Cuban style to the table. The pair sings sultry melodies, 
the rhythm section issues out its irresistible rhythms, 

and the soloists wail. You’ll dance.

Dress up in your favorite costume, come dance and 
enjoy your evening.  Performance will conclude 
with a fire spinning show and procession to light 

a beautiful SANKOFA FIRE.

--------------   w   -------------- 
10:00 p.m.

Sankofa Fire
Roundhouse

SATURDAY, JULY 11 KEY:   Kid’s Programming      Teen Programming
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__________________________________
ANOMIE
Anomie has been interested in wild mushrooms for many years. She 
is very lucky to have the Western Pennsylvania Mushroom Club (a 
very large and active club) close enough to go to the meetings, walks, 
forays and classes. She is a seasonal member of Brushwood Folklore 
Center, LLC, and has been searching the back woods for several years, 
bringing back a basket full of goodies to examine and attempt to ID. On 
occasion there have even been skillets of wild mushrooms to sample.
__________________________________
ADDISON, BRIGIT
Brigit Addison is woking with Marti Cappiccioni in the Salted Silk 
workshop this year. She has been exploring & enjoying the world 
of arts & crafts her whole life.  The world of color has inspired her 
love of quilting, sewing, sculpey, jewelry making, home decorating & 
everything in between.  
__________________________________
ANDERSON, RUSS
Russ is a long-time member of the Rowan Clan.  He lives in Milwaukee, 
WI, where he teaches the djembe and dunun drums at Rhythm 
for Unity and leads drum circles around the community.  Russ has 
studied djembe and dununs at grandmaster drummer Mamady 
Keita’s Tam Tam Mandingue School of Percussion in Chicago and with 
grandmaster drummer Famoudou Konate.
__________________________________
ARENA, PAUL
I began training in Chinese Martial arts in 1991. My training within 
this Path has lead me to many knowledgeable and wise  teachers. 
Along this time I have been trained in various meditative as well as 
combative principles. I have achieved Instructor level (shifu/sifu) 
with the styles of BaGuaQuan and XingYiQuan, both of which I teach, 
including qigong (energy skill) and meditation methods, privately in 
my hometown Rochester NY.
__________________________________
BARR, BONNIE
I am an avid, self-taught, experienced gluer with a joyous addiction 
to sparklies, and a credentialed addiction therapist. My work has 
consistently received recognition for its balance, detail, use of color 
and texture and accessibility, regardless of medium. I have had the 
honor and privilege of sharing technique and conceptual approach, 
and sparklies, with a marvelously diverse set of persons, and have 
witnessed life-changing success. I believe in the the power of sparklies.
__________________________________
BELLAVIA, MINA
Bellavia is a New Orleans based artist who has exhibited at local, 
regional, national and international venues. She received her MFA 
from Alfred University, Alfred N.Y. and her BFA from Buffalo State 
College, Buffalo N.Y. Her interests and development span several 
traditional disciplines including: sculpture, printmaking, drawing 
and casting. Bellavia enjoys blending various methods and materials 
to produce work that ranges from installations, Oil paintings and 
collages to free standing figure based sculptures.
__________________________________
BINGHAM, CHRISSIE & GOFORTH, GARRETT
Garrett and Chrissie have four-years of teaching experience, their true 
calling in life is to facilitate movement. Garrett has an acute knowledge 

of anatomy stemming from his massage practice. Chrissie’s dance and 
yoga training have given her the tools needed to help students center 
themselves while expressing their fullest potential.
www.dakinicircus.com
__________________________________
CAPICCIONI, MARTI
Marti Capiccioni is working wth Brigit Addison in the Salted Silk 
workshop this year.  She has been celebrating life at Brushwood for 
a few years now. She travels with her soul mate Rob and their little 
“zombie man,” Johnny. She prides herself as a domestic goddess, 
and has taken classes on drumming & fire walking. She loves to 
garden, can food, paint, create jewelry, and working with concrete. 
When Marti isn’t creating something, you can find her working 
as a nail technician or teaching little ones how to practice yoga. 
jewelry, wire wrapping, and working with concrete. 
__________________________________
CEITTENDEN, KAREN
I own and operate a crafting store in Batavia NY where I teach 
Zentangle classes as well as lots of other art and craft related classes.  
I am a Certified Zentangle Teacher and did receive that certification 
from the originators in 2012.  I am also certfied in COPIC and Specfrum 
Noir markers and am a DMC Hand Embroidery Mentor.  Got a craft 
question?  Ask me I can answer it!
__________________________________
CHERTOFF, ADAM
Sifu Adam Chertoff has 20+ years experience teaching and 30+ years 
study in the intricacies and aesthetics of Kung Fu which include: 
Mastery of Universal, Shaolin Ten Postures, Stone Fist, Yin Yang, Tiger, 
Leopard, Crane, Snake, and Dragon forms of Tan’s Dazzling Hands Kung 
Fu (both long and short animal forms). The classes he teaches helps 
students learn classical Shaolin Five Animal Kung Fu forms, practical 
modern fighting applications, promote health, and reduce stress.
__________________________________
CLARK, SKIP
Dr. Skip Clark is an historian of witchcraft, magic, and science who has 
been researching and writing on these topics for over 25 years.  He 
also teaches a course on the History of Witchcraft at the university 
level.  He has been presenting at pagan festivals for over 20 years.
__________________________________
CORN, GENE
Gene Corn/Wolf Treasures has been collecting rocks and gem since he 
was young boy and now carries them throughout the nation sharing 
his knowledge and major collection of stone, gems, and minerals. He 
brings this 30 year old wisdom to his classes and booths these last 15 
years at Brushwood Folklore.
__________________________________
DALTON, CATE
Jewelry Making is Art. The Connecticut Bead Society introduced 
me to a terrific group of jewelry artists who have taught me much, 
encouraged my creativity, and my pursuit of jewelry design and 
creation. Somewhere along the way, all those years of crafting 
created an Artist. Off-Loom and 3-dimensional Beading, Art Clay, 
Wire-working, and Torch-fired Enameling are all part of my Jewelry 
making I organize the Annual September CTBS Bead Bazaar.
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__________________________________
DAY, KENN
Kenn Day is a professional Shaman, Author and Teacher, with over 
30 years of experience, offering in-depth training in the Post-Tribal 
Shamanic teachings, as well as healing sessions in person and 
remotely. Kenn is author of two books, Dance of Stones: A Shamanic 
Road Trip and Post-Tribal Shamanism: A New Look at the Old Ways. 
He is based in Cincinnati, Ohio, where he lives and works with his 
beloved wife and daughter. 
__________________________________
DORSEY, LILITH
You may have seen her here and there... Lilith Dorsey, M.A., hails from 
many magickal traditions while her traditional education focused 
on Plant Science, Anthropology, and Film at the U.R.I., NYU and the 
University of London. She holds initiations in Santeria, Vodou, and 
New Orleans Voodoo . Lilith Dorsey is the author of Voodoo and Afro-
Caribbean Paganism, The African-American Ritual Cookbook, 55 Ways 
to Connect to Goddess and choreographer for jazz legend Dr. John.
__________________________________
ELI 
Elisheva is originally from the Northern Galilee.  She served in her 
country’s security Forces; retired; ran an international business, retired, 
and is now a psychotherapist and organizational consultant in private 
practice.  Elisheva is an elected Shophet (leader) of Am HaAretz,aka 
AMHA, (Primitive Hebrews in English) an Israeli Earth /Nature 
spirituality Tradition. Am Ha Aretz is a Peaceful Warrior Path reclaiming 
the ancient heritage of the ancient Hebrew tribes. Her academic 
background includes archeology studies at the Tel Aviv University, 
a degree in conference interpreting and a degree as a supervising 
clinical counselor.  She has written 3 books on Israeli Earth spirituality 
and monographs and has lectured in a variety of countries. She is 
currently writing a book that takes place in polytheist ancient Israel.  
__________________________________
FIRESONG
Firesong, M.Ed, is an artist, accomplished singer, teacher, folk 
herbalist, compulsively diverse gardener, Global Spirits priestess, 
and the choral director of The Voices of the Seasons Ensemble.  She 
has lead creative rituals for over 20 years.  Firesong conducts regular 
Global Spirits services and pours for the Starry Night Sweat Lodge.  
She recorded several teaching CDs of world chants and wrote Global 
Spirits: Philosophies and Practices.
__________________________________
FRIEND, JASPER
i am a gypsy spirited gal who grew up in the heart of Brushwood. it 
warms my heart to be able to share with all of you the lessons i have 
to teach, as i have learned so much from this community. come tell 
me your secrets and i’ll tell you mine.__________________________________
FROST, GAVIN and YVONNE 
Gavin and Yvonne seem to have been around forever. They have 
written over 30 books published in five languages, and they are 
always at the cutting edge of Wiccan spirituality, philosophy, and 
magic. The Church and School of Wicca, founded in 1968, was the 
first to articulate Wicca as an alternative spiritual path. The Church 
of Wicca is the only Wiccan church that is a religious association, 
has been recognized by a federal appeals court, helped the IRS write 
guidelines to recognize a church, and is referenced in the Federal 

register. Over the last 47 years the School of Wicca has taught 
more than sixty thousand students, spreading Wiccan spirituality 
throughout the world. It is almost impossible to estimate the full 
impact of these two approachable and candid speakers. Read all 
about them on the first Wiccan web site wicca.org then come and 
meet them for yourselves.
__________________________________
GRAPPONE, ANNA
I am an urban Pagan living in New York City. In 1996, I attended Grove 
with Shadowfolk Coven (which was part of The Temple of the Spiral 
Path, which was based in NYC from 1996- 2006. Became a second 
degree in 2001. My passions involve arts and crafts, such as cross 
stitching, painting, sculpting, and woodburning.
__________________________________
HAFFIE, BEN
Teaching and performing as ‘Ellio Blox’, Ben has nourished a lifelong 
fascination for peering over edges and discovering footholds in the 
unlikeliest of places. Whether acrobatics-training, tree-climbing, rock-
climbing, parkour-running, hand-balancing or vertical-poling, Ben 
has a vault of experience to draw from in his instruction. As the base 
partner in the New Orleans acrobatics duo, Acrodisiac, and a certified 
Partner-Acrobatics teacher, he teaches and performs acrobatics and 
circus arts across the country and around the world.
__________________________________
HEASTER, KAREN
Karen Heaster, MSW, has presented popular topical discussion groups 
at Sirius Rising for several years including: A God Who Looks Like Me, 
God’ll Get You For That! and Who is That God/dess and How Did S/
he Get in My Religion? In a previous life she was a Brushwood staff 
member and program organizer for the HeartSong festival.  
__________________________________
JAECKEL, ROBIN 
Robin holds a degree in Art administration and advocacy from 
Empire State College and teaches at several Henna conferences 
and events a year and is an internationally certified Natural Henna 
Artist.  Robin Jaeckel Founded Henna Rising in 2007 and is now the 
premiere source for henna supplies and body art in Upstate NY. 
Henna Rising is the Premiere source for 100% all natural henna 
body art and supplies in Upstate NY. 
__________________________________
HOLLAND, LIZ 
Liz Holland is a multi-instrumentalist, composer and sound artist. 
She holds a Master of Music in Percussion Performance, focused on 
contemporary and classical percussion. Liz has performed all over 
the country and has been featured in Modern Drummer and Drum! 
Magazines. She has immersed herself in the study of mediterasian 
frame percussion and has a recent focus in the art of sound healing.
__________________________________
KNIGHT, JAMES
James “Bobo” Knight has been a regular attendee at Brushwood 
Folklore center and its festivals for many years now. He loves 
everything about the place, and is excited to utilize his workshops to 
give back to the community as much as it has given him
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__________________________________
KUBALA, JAMIE
Mr. Jamie Kubala has been a public school Art teacher for twenty-
seven years, and a drummer for over forty.  He has taught various Art, 
Music and relationship workshops at Brushwood for the past decade 
and a half. His whole life has been spent exploring the creative/
spiritual connection, and he believes in everyone’s ability to seek a 
higher consciousness through art, music, and movement.
__________________________________
LAFFAN, CYNTHIA and TJ
Did you know? Cynthia and TJ have been artists of a wide variety 
of genre all their lives, first separately, then together. Cindy is a 
professional graphic designer and fine artist in a vaiety of media. 
TJ has worked in theater and television, and woodworking is a 
regular passion. They have worked hard to learn what they know 
and now to pass it on to others. They have been studying teens 
and children for years and how to live amongst them – during 
Sankofa and Sirius Rising they present programming for children 
and youth, and facilate a Kid’s Fest in August at Brushwood. Want 
to get involved? Let them know! 
__________________________________
MALONE II, TIM
I’ve studied meditation since 2004.  I’ve learn from various workshops 
at Brushwood, as well as from Unitarian Universalist churches in 
Youngstown, Cleveland and Akron, Ohio. I’ve used my practices in 
Reiki, and the martial arts, to help strengthen my meditation work. 
I’ve lead guided meditations for the Youngstown Eclectic Pagan 
Society and other groups, as well as leading workshops at Sirius Rising 
& the Cleveland Pagan Pride Day.
__________________________________
MESSIER, CLAUDIA
Claudia Messier, B.A., has been teaching crafts since the age of nine, 
when she bossed neighborhood toddlers into making flower baskets 
as an escape from the summer heat. She has been crafting, and 
bossing, ever since. At 63, she thinks she has finally got it just about 
right. The workshops are designed to relax the mind and switch it 
more quickly from work to vacation mode to start having fun sooner!
__________________________________
METCALFE, JAMES
Stone Carver
I am a master stone carver. I have been carving for twenty eight years 
and am proficient in numerous aspects of the art (sculpting,lapidary 
,relief and intaglio carving etc.) and combining the art with a strong 
metaphysical aspect.I have also worked as a certified safety rep. for 
nine years and am very stringent about making sure that those I teach 
have a strong understanding of the dangers inherent in the art I love.
__________________________________
OWEN, LISA
Lisa has been studying the healing arts since 1988, with special 
attention to women’s spirituality and shamanism.   She earned a 
Liberal Arts degree with focus on Women’s Studies and Cultural 
Diversity from Winona State University in Minnesota and carries 
learning experiences from elders of Native American tribes, European 
traditions, Wise Women and Afro Cuban religions. With the use of 
clairvoyance and clairaudience, she communicates with angels and 
guides to bring forth information through an individual’s soul portrait.  

__________________________________
PEDAS, STEPHANIE
A former college composition professor, English teacher and tutor, 
I have spent years teaching creative writing for adults and children, 
often through examining different cultures.  I have presented at 
conferences across the country and taught classes exploring topics 
from studying language to attending BDSM parties. My youth was 
spent traveling the world, helping rewire a planetarium, and being 
reminded of my true place in the universe by my cats.
__________________________________
ROWAN CLAN
Gene and Linda Rowand were taught about culture, spirituality, and 
the Sweat Lodge by Ervin Cook, a full-blood Sioux, on the Lake Traverse 
Dakota Sioux Reservation in South Dakota. They began facilitating 
Sweat Lodges at Brushwood over 15 years ago. Those that gathered 
to help and learn gradually became like family and thus members of 
Rowan Clan, an ever evolving family. Facilitating a Sweat Lodge entails 
an apprenticeship that involves a strong commitment. Pourers this 
year are Gene Rowand, Dawna Hulslander, Dina Rivera, and Russell 
Anderson. Clarence Kutscher will be our fire tender.
__________________________________
SAGUE, MIGUEL
Miguel Sague began playing percussion professionally at age 5. By 15, 
he was the bongo drummer of Guaracha Latin Dance Band and an 
instructor of Music and Dance. Now he leads Guaracha and has taken 
it on cruises through the Caribbean, to Heinz Field for Steelers games 
and to festivals throughout the area to perform. Miguel has taught 
and performed at Brushwood before and looks forward toteaching 
and playing again this year for Sankofa.
__________________________________
SCHORK, GRETCHEN
Gretchen A.L. Schork, MS in Organizational Leadership, calligraphy 
teacher (10 years adult ed) and art (15 years public schools), privately 
trained in magic (15 years). Scribe, artist, workshop leader. Created 
Abcedrian System (magical alphabet). Ceremonial magician, rune 
worker, Qabalist, magical craftsman. Author of 14 books on magic, a 
novel and related artifacts.
__________________________________
TUNNEY, GILLIAN
Gillian Tunney has been entertaining audiences for the past 10 years, 
performing a wide variety of styles including circus, cabaret, fire dance 
and traditional baton twirling. As one of the founders of Pyromancy 
Fire Performance Troupe she has performed in over 150 shows across 
WNY. Gillian specializes in contact staff / baton, hooping and poi, and 
draws inspiration from a childhood background in dance, gymnastics, 
baton and color guard.
__________________________________
WEDMEDYK, JOY
Joy Wedmedyk (Iyalocha Omi Lasa) is an initiated Yemaya priestess in 
Lucumi Orisha worship, a Kontoumble shaman  (Burkina Fasa, Africa). 
and a Ganji initiate of the Wolf Clan of the Seneca Nation. For over 
40 years she has presented workshops on Spirit Communication, 
Spiritual Healing, Ancestor reverence and Shamanism, She is a 
contributing author for the anthologies “”Walking the Path of the 
Ancient Ways”” (Corvis Nocturnum) and “”Calling to our Ancestors”” 
(Sarenth Odinsson).
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__________________________________
WRIGHT, VICKI
Mama Vic, The Rock Lady, has been presenting workshops at festivals 
and events across the country for over 30 years.  She works a lot 
with teens and young adults and loves helping others find their path 
and or paths.  She is a Circle minister and does a lot of individual life 
coaching for people from all paths.
__________________________________
ZAPATA, JAMILYNN
A second generation pagan, Asatru woman, wife, mother, firefighter 
and Freyja Devotee, Garwynn has been a student of Odin and the 
Runes for over 15 years. She has taught Intro Rune Classes over the 
years as well as having studied other forms of metaphysical patterning 
as they relate to the runes and one another. She crafts Runes and 
accessories in her spare time and advocates that everyone read 
often, love deeply,and follow their passion.
__________________________________
ZARAGOZA, MAYA
Last year I attended the Earthship Academy and have since moved to 
Taos, NM and started working with Earthship Biotecture and alongside 
Mike Reynolds. With a B.A. in architecture and an upbringing in and by 
an alternative community-sustainable and responsible architecture 
only makes sense, and frankly, is what our planet needs. I want to 
share everything I have learned to give people back the power to live 
freely and in harmony with mother earth.
__________________________________
ZIMRA
Zimra (Anne Delekta) has been performing and teaching ethnic 
dances for more than 20 years. Her studies include dance styles from 
North and West Africa, Egypt, Turkey, Spain, India, Central Asia and 
the Persian Gulf. More recent studies include fusion dance, hip hop, 
and the fire and flow arts. She’s performed dance and spun fire with 
various dance groups and musicians across the eastern United States.
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Want to Present a Workshop Next Year? 
Go to www.brushwood.com Sankofa and Sirius Rising pages to apply online.

Dateline for submissions is January 31, 2016

Want to Volunteer? 
Go to www.brushwood.com volunteer page and apply online.

The deadline for submissions is May 1, 2016

Come and enjoy two weeks of Festival at Brushwood in 2016!!

sankofa is July 11 - 17, 2016
sirius rising is July 18 - 24, 2016

The Sankofa Cafe!!

Open 8:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m.

Serving breakfast, lunch, and dinner daily.
Dinner Specials!

Snacks also available at 
the Brushwood Store
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1 East Shire
2 East Meadow
3 North Stage
4 North Pavilion & 
 Sacred Circle
5 Main Pavilion 
 & Stone Circle
6 Nemeton
7 Runestead
8 Kids Village
9 Studio
10 Ritual Field
11 Story Telling Pavilion
12 Rowan Clan
13 Didge Dome
14  Labyrinth & 
 Ancestor Shrine
15 Upper Pond
16  BWD Radio
17 Henna Tree
18 Roundhouse
19 Fairy Garden

Teen Space

Ancestor Mound

Earth Shrine

Spirit Shrine

Fire Shrine

Air Shrine

Water Shrine


